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LAW AND POLITICAL ECONOMY IN 

VANUATU'S TAX HAVEN 
Anthony van Fossen* 

This article examines why Vanuatu creates a congenial legal environment for an 

offshore financial centre (OFC). There are four structural reasons. The OFC turns 

Vanuatu into a legal transplant laboratory. It makes significant contributions to its 

small local economy. The OFC's subculture plays an important role in the 

country's domestic politics. Vanuatu contains few interest groups which are 

inclined to oppose tax haven development. 

Vanuatu is a significant tax haven or offshore financial centre1 (OFC) and it is 

important to focus on it as a financial centre, a nested community and culture of 

legal interpretation, not just as a 'market'.2 Vanuatu's OFC gives the archipelago a 

prominence in global finance that is greatly disproportionate to its size 3 . The 

principle of sovereignty (particularly its ability to pass its own tax laws) allows 

Vanuatu to create structures which attract a wide range of wealthy and powerful 

clients and produce a new kind of global political economy. 

Vanuatu's tax haven has often surprised, amused or scandalized metropolitan 

outsiders if they become aware of the situation. This microstate is often criticized 

for encouraging rich metropolitan clients to pretend to be something else -to 

  

*  Adjunct Research Fellow in Social Sciences, Griffith Asia Institute and School of Humanities, 
Griffith University, Nathan, Queensland, Australia. 

1  A tax haven is a jurisdiction which allows residents or foreigners to minimize their tax payments. 
An offshore financial centre is a tax haven jurisdiction which has at least one significant 
institution primarily oriented toward accepting deposits and investment funds, and where 
intentional government policy is oriented toward attracting the business of foreigners by creating 
legal entities and structures, or facilitating immigration, naturalization, residence, or the 
acquisition of passports to allow foreigners to minimize taxes, regulation, loss of assets, unwanted 
financial disclosure and forced disposition of property. All offshore financial centres are 
sovereignty businesses and all are tax havens. Not all tax havens are offshore financial centres 
(for example, Pitcairn Island is a tax haven, but not an offshore financial centre).  

2  Saskia Sassen, Territory-Authority-Rights: From Medieval to Global Assemblages (Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 2006), p. 325.  

3  Vanuatu has a total land area of 12,190km, and a population of 258,200 in 2012. Asia 
Development Bank, Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific (ADB, Manila, 2014). 
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assume a false character, feigning some genuine link with a tax haven in order to 

gain advantages bordering on fraud. These opponents go further and argue that 

Vanuatu has assisted the development of a corrupt transnational ruling class, which 

takes unfair advantage of the general population, especially in the Global South.4 

If the issue is raised, people in large countries may feel that the tax haven in 

Vanuatu has allowed the wealthy to opt out of their responsibilities, while the small 

nation frequently sees attacks on its tax haven as a form of persecution, a denial of 

its sovereign equality. 5  The country acquired substantial sovereignty relatively 

recently. In 1980 in the post-colonial period the New Hebrides, a British-French 

condominium, became the politically independent Vanuatu. Its leaders are 

frequently sensitive to apparent harassment from larger, older, more established, 

powerful or formerly imperial states. 

The tension between large polities and Vanuatu often develops as a conflict of 

sovereignties where the metropolitan state and the microstate form contrasting 

descriptions of the same situation. An example is the years of debate over whether 

the disposition of proceeds of crime from a large credit card fraud should be 

governed by the laws of the country which housed the victims (the United States) 

or the laws of Vanuatu, where the money was laundered. 

In this important case, in mid-July 1999 Vanuatu's European Bank received 

$7.5m6 from the illicit proceeds of one of greatest credit card frauds in history. The 

funds had been forwarded from the Cayman Islands OFC to Port Vila, where 

European Bank officials, including its President Thomas Montgomery (Tom) 

Bayer, declared them suspicious and alerted police in May 1999. After Cayman 

Islands police closed down a bank associated with laundering the funds, a Vanuatu 

court froze the money in late July 1999. The US District Court of California 

ordered the money be returned to reimburse 900,000 people worldwide billed by a 

Malibu company for over $49m of internet (including pornography) services that 

they did not order. 7  Conflicts with the US emerged over a Vanuatu Public 

Prosecutor's Office freeze order-creating the possibility that the Vanuatu 

government might confiscate and retain the funds8. 

  

4  Robin Thomas Naylor, Hot Money and the Politics of Debt (McGill-Queen's University Press, 
Montréal, 2004). 

5  Anthony van Fossen, Tax Havens and Sovereignty in the Pacific Islands (University of 
Queensland Press, St. Lucia, 2012).  

6  All dollar figures in this article are in United States dollars, unless otherwise indicated. 

7  United States v. Taves, US 9th Circuit, 1/2/08. 

8  Pacific Islands Monthly 1/00. 
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In February 2001 the minority (Democrat) staff of the US Senate Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations issued a widely publicised report on 

Correspondent Banking: A Gateway to Money Laundering, using this Vanuatu 

example as one of ten case studies. 9  Its version of events contrasted with the 

statements from Vanuatu. According to the report and subsequent testimony at 

Senate hearings, the European Bank soon knew that the $7.5m was suspect, but 

ignored it for two months and failed to notify its correspondent bank, Citibank's 

Sydney office. It transferred the money from Citibank to a Vanuatu bank after the 

American government filed a suit to freeze it in Australia 10 . While this story 

circulated in metropolitan countries among very powerful people, Bayer's response 

was confined to the local media. Bayer reiterated that the European Bank had 

initiated action to freeze the funds and added that US authorities retained a 'bounty 

hunter' who arrived in Vanuatu in August 1999 and obtained another freeze order. 

According to Bayer, Vanuatu authorities have assisted the US and the case was 

delayed by the Vanuatu Public Prosecutor's view that the American prosecutor had 

insufficient evidence to succeed.11 The money remained in Vanuatu, which caused 

further consternation when the perpetrator of the Internet fraud, Kenneth Taves, 

was sentenced to 135 months (11¼ years) in a US federal prison and ordered to pay 

$37,566,577 in restitution.12 One may see Vanuatu's tax haven as either enhancing 

its sovereignty or eroding the sovereignty of metropolitan states. 

Why has Vanuatu been a congenial environment for an offshore financial 

centre? There are four structural reasons. Its OFC turns the small state into a legal 

transplant laboratory; the OFC makes significant contributions to its small local 

economy; the OFC subculture plays an important role in the small nation's 

domestic politics; and Vanuatu contains few interest groups which are inclined to 

oppose tax haven development. Selected (sometimes extreme) examples will 

illustrate these general points. 

  

9  US Senate, Correspondent Banking: A Gateway to Money Laundering (USGPO, Washington, 
DC, 2001).  

10  Ibid; US Senate, Role of U.S. Correspondent Banking in International Money Laundering 
(USGPO, Washington, DC, 2001).  

11  Vanuatu Trading Post 24/2/01.  

12  US Fed News 10/5/04; Ibid, above n. 7. 
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I LEGAL TRANSPLANT LABORATORY 

Firstly, Vanuatu can enact laws relatively quickly and effectively 13 . These 

favour the interests of rich and powerful metropolitan clients, particularly as 

offshore activities have no apparent adverse consequences for the state itself. Its 

small population gives Vanuatu more room to move in the tax haven business, 

unlike most other businesses. The proportion of political and economic emphasis 

on developing the OFC can be quite high, when competing interests are relatively 

undeveloped. This favours the enactment and frequent revision of laws -a 

versatility which may be crucial to its OFC's success. 

The New Hebrides-Vanuatu's OFC started in 1969 and in 1970 and early 1971 a 

full offshore regime was legislated.14 Its OFC (like OFCs generally) grew with the 

rise of global financialisation and a new kind of transnational capitalism in the late 

1960s and early 1970s. The rise of offshore tax havens are part of a historical wave 

expedited by the decline of US hegemony, the rise of post-Fordism and neo-

liberalism, the virtual collapse of Leninism and the massive growth of 

financialisation. Underlying all this is the growing disparity between global wages 

(relatively declining) and profits (increasingly financial) since the early 1970s. Tax 

havens rose from a low base in the early 1970s with the collapse of Bretton 

Woods,15 as large quantities of US dollars and other currencies are increasingly 

held offshore, outside their home governments' effective ability to tax and regulate. 

This has given volatile global financial markets (characterised more by flows of 

'hot money' than by investment capital) increasing leverage and eventually 

  

13  Nonetheless, Vanuatu's potential has been blunted by higher political instability, lower 
government commitment and slower legislative processes than exist in its fierce Pacific Islands 
competitors such as Samoa, the Cook Islands and the Marshall Islands (van Fossen, above n. 5). 

14  Bertram Charles Ballard (ed.), The British Laws of the New Hebrides: Containing the Revised 
Text of the Queen's Regulations and Subsidiary Legislation Made Thereunder in Force on 22 
September 1971. (British Resident Commission in the New Hebrides, Port Vila, 1972).  

15  The Bretton Woods institutions such as the International Monetary Fund were not eliminated, but 
captured and inverted. Keynesian in origin (favouring regulated national industrial capitalism and 
investment) until the mid-1970s, they were transformed into much stronger and more forceful 
organisations imposing neo-liberal global financial capitalist ideology and programmes by the 
early 1980s. The first strong demonstration of the powers of the neo-liberalism was its ability to 
use the IMF to impose its policies on most nation-states in the Global South, opening them up for 
foreign investment from capitalists from anywhere. In the Global South debt crises and massive 
increases in the use of tax havens by elites (to send licit and illicit capital flows into First World 
investments) have been mutually reinforcing. (Naylor, above n. 4). 
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supremacy over national capitalists and state managers16. OFCs such as the one in 

the New Hebrides-Vanuatu have been part of this process17. 

The power of the City of London and the relative autonomy of British lawyers 

from responsibility to their state and society have given the United Kingdom a 

particularly powerful role in the formation of OFCs. These offshore centres have 

become a sort of invisible empire of tax havens in present and past British 

territories. The Cayman Islands, the Bahamas and Bermuda, the Channel Islands, 

the Isle of Man and Cyprus, Singapore and Hong Kong, are the most prominent 

offshore centres in former or present British territories. There are many other 

significant ones. The Commonwealth (consisting of nations from the former British 

empire) became a leader in opposing anti-tax haven initiatives. 

The affiliation of so many prominent OFCs with the British state reveals its 

deeply divided character in relation to taxation and regulatory issues. The most 

obvious clash is between Inland Revenue and those political and bureaucratic 

interests allied with the City. This was clear when the UK government sent 

barrister Paul Treadwell, then British Legal Adviser in the New Hebrides, on a 

world tour of British-affiliated offshore centres (including Bermuda and the 

Cayman Islands) in order to formulate the first foundational laws of the new OFC 

in Port Vila in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Treadwell was using the remaining 

British Empire's global administrative networks, inter-agency coordination, of the 

type described by Slaughter,18 to consult with legal experts in the British Caribbean 

OFCs on the drafting of new OFC laws in the New Hebrides. Almost all circles 

greeted him in a warm, friendly, and supportive manner and he drafted laws for the 

New Hebrides that were heavily influenced by the Cayman Islands. The Cayman 

legal model, enacted a few years earlier, was easy and cheap to copy, and it came 

with demonstrated economic success, prestige and a range of practical legal, 

judicial and administrative arrangements that were inexpensive to transfer to Port 

Vila. Furthermore, Treadwell tied the New Hebrides to the general influence of the 

British 'parent' legal system so that the UK continued to exert an influence over the 

  

16  William I. Robinson, A Theory of Global Capitalism (Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 
2004). 

17  Anthony van Fossen, "Tax Havens and the Transnational Capitalist Class", in Georgina Murray 
and John Scott (eds.) Financial Elites and Transnational Business (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 
2012), pp. 76-99. 

18  Anne-Marie Slaughter "Sovereignty and Power in a Networked World" (2004) 40 Stanford 
Journal of International Law 283-327. 
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New Hebrides even after it became the politically independent country of 

Vanuatu19. 

These transplants to the New Hebrides concerned financial law, of greatest 

interest to business elites, and did not produce the emotional resistance that 

transplants of family law, succession law and rural property law will often produce. 

The New Hebrides did not have other conditions that often lead to resistance to 

transplants -an elaborate existing legal system or a firmly established and well-

organised legal profession determined to defend traditional law and oppose foreign 

legal thinking.20 In fact, the legal profession in the New Hebrides grew in tandem 

with the OFC-the registration of companies in Port Vila for foreigners occurring 

soon after the first British law firm was established there in 1967, spurring the need 

to formalise the country's offshore financial laws.21 

Britain continues to assist offshore development in postcolonial Pacific Islands. 

The Bank of England has provided advice on OFC matters. The British Overseas 

Development Administration has been prominent in establishing and assisting a 

project of recruiting and training indigenous ni-Vanuatu in finance and accounting 

with employers including prominent offshore firms. In 1998 the Vanuatu Financial 

Services Commission drafted its new Offshore Banking Act so that the proposed 

laws would be aligned with London's legal structure, since most of the 

correspondent business of Vanuatu's offshore banks was with UK financial 

institutions.22 The relative success of the OFC of Vanuatu is clearly related to their 

laws' common British basis. 

Furthermore, most Pacific Islands offshore countries with Westminster-style 

constitutions (with the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty) have had relatively 

little tension between the legislature and the ultimate executive power over 

offshore matters. In these 'Westminster' jurisdictions the executive is a cabinet of 

ministers appointed from the members of parliament, to which they are 

responsible. In these systems the legislature collaborates with the executive to 

create better offshore laws and practices. 

  

19  Paul Treadwell, Conversation, Auckland, New Zealand, 29 June 1989. (Paul Treadwell was the 
Principal Legal Advisor of the British Administration in the New Hebrides at the inception of its 
OFC). 

20  Ernest Levy "The Reception of Highly Developed Legal Systems by Peoples of Different 
Cultures" (1950) 25 Washington Law Review 233-245-234, 243-4; K. Lipstein "Conclusions" 
(1957) 4(1) International Social Science Bulletin 70-81-72.  

21  Treadwell above, n. 19. 

22  International Money Marketing 19/6/98. 
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From 1906 to 1980 the UK and France ruled the New Hebrides as a 

condominium. People there experienced an extremely rare form of legal pluralism. 

British, French and indigenous (kastom) laws operated there simultaneously in the 

same political entity. An extremely libertarian legal culture existed, where an 

individual could choose which of these legal systems would govern his or her 

actions. 

The French system is far less favourable to offshore development than Great 

Britain's. British laws take care to link law and economics, rather than law and 

state23. Whereas British law gives dignity to the rights of private individuals and 

companies and restricts state powers, French law expresses a distrust of individuals 

(seeing them as inclined to evade their legal obligations if they can) and tends to 

see the state as emancipating a passive society. Law and state centralization 

emerged early in England through the authority given to itinerant royal judges, 

whereas France's centralization emerged later, through the authority given to state 

officials and especially to tax inspectors, not through judges or legal personnel.24 

In the New Hebrides, neither the French nor British governments imposed 

income or wealth taxes on residents, but the French did not favour an OFC being 

established there. However, the condominium arrangement meant that the French 

were powerless to prevent the OFC's emergence in Port Vila. At another level, it 

has been the underdevelopment of the market and cash economy in the New 

Hebrides/Vanuatu for most indigenous ni-Vanuatu that primarily accounts for the 

absence of any income or wealth taxes there. 

Proper OFCs are absent in the current and former French empire. There are 

none in New Caledonia, Tahiti-centred French Polynesia, or Wallis and Futuna, 

despite the fact that they have very low or no personal and corporate income taxes. 

The idea of making French Polynesia into an offshore centre (focused on its capital 

in Papeete, Tahiti) arises periodically. It gained currency in 1988, after being 

dormant for ten years,25 but receded again. Similar proposals for New Caledonia 

have been quickly aborted by antagonism from Paris in the more centralised French 

political system. The registration of only fifty offshore companies in Wallis and 

Futuna in the early 1990s (attempting to take advantage of its lack of income tax) 

led to the fear that the French national government would cancel the territory's 

  

23  David Nelken, "Legal Culture", in Jan M. Smits (ed.) Elgar Encyclopedia of Comparative Law 
(Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2006), 372-381-379. 

24  Antoine Garapon "French Legal Culture and the Shock of Globalization" (1995) 4(4) Social & 
Legal Studies 493-506. 

25  Edouard Chambost, Guide des Paradis Fiscaux (Sand, Paris, 1990), 107.  
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preferential tax status. This contributed to the creation of the Management 

Association of Wallis and Futuna, a local business organisation which had a 

primary goal of defending local domestic tax advantages, which were seen as 

incompatible with the creation of an OFC because of Paris's intense opposition to 

such developments.26 

Whereas London's authorities allowed their colonies a high level of autonomy 

in creating their own tax systems and saw them as ultimately gaining complete 

political independence, Paris offered little autonomy to its Pacific overseas 

territories (territoires d'outre mer) and viewed them as eventually being integrated 

into the French metropole. 27  Another obstacle to offshore development is the 

absence of banking secrecy legislation in France and local attitudes which are not 

perceived to be conducive to financial confidentiality in such places as French 

Polynesia.28 In 1999 the French Finance Minister Dominique Strauss-Kahn called 

for France to stifle any offshore development in its territories, for the EU to prevent 

the flow of capital to tax havens, and for the world to threaten to sever all business 

links with 'renegade' OFCs.29 In the same year French President Jacques Chirac 

reiterated Strauss-Kahn's sentiments.30 In 2013 French President François Hollande 

said that he would push to eradicate all tax havens around the world and make it 

impossible for French banks to hide the transactions that they conducted in tax 

havens31. French hostility to OFCs is strong and persistent. 

French Pacific Islands tax haven development is also inhibited by the 

extraordinary executive powers of the French High Commissioner and the semi-

presidentialism of French politics. Along with these features is the attendant threat 

of governmental paralysis -as intractable conflicts or 'gridlock' emerge between the 

French President, the Prime Minister and the legislature. In France it is extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, for a president to be removed by the legislature, which, 

in turn, cannot be dissolved by the executive. 

  

26  Norman Douglas and Ngaire Douglas, Pacific Islands Yearbook (Fiji Times, Suva, 1994), p. 726; 
François Sodter "Wallis and Futuna" (1993) 5 Contemporary Pacific 167-9-168. 

27  Gregory Rawlings "English Laws and Global Money Markets: the Rise of the Vanuatu Tax 
Haven." (2005) Canberra: Centre for Tax System Integrity, Australian National University, 
Working Paper 61, p. 8. 

28  Chambost, above n. 24, p. 110.  

29  Lloyd's List 25/6/99.  

30  Reuters 26/8/99.  

31  Financial Times 20/4/13.  
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In the New Hebrides (Vanuatu), where the British and French had a 

condominium until independence in 1980, the offshore centre developed entirely 

within the British legal and administrative sphere. This indicates the difficulties of 

forming artificial 'resident' entities in French law, the lesser importance of income 

tax and self-assessment in French public finance, and also French lawyers' relative 

weakness and their restricted ability to use legalism to challenge their state's 

taxation office. In contrast to English law which specifies only what is prohibited, 

French law states what is permitted.32 The differences between the laws of the UK 

and France reflect the UK's weak regulation of financial institutions and, at a more 

fundamental level, the supremacy of financial over industrial capital in the UK, 

while in France financial capital has been subordinate and more tightly 

controlled.33 

The offshore centre has had a decisive effect on the history of the New 

Hebrides-Vanuatu. From 1970 it greatly boosted the revenues of the pro-

independence British administration and reduced the relative importance of the 

French, with whom the British shared rule in a condominium arrangement. The 

OFC brought Anglophone lawyers, trustees, and bankers, particularly from 

Australia and New Zealand, who were more favourably disposed toward 

independence and Melanesian aspirations than the French settlers, who were 

predominantly planters on the large proportion of the country that had been 

alienated from the indigenous inhabitants. The offshore centre greatly increased the 

powers of the British administration, generating a high proportion of its revenues 

from offshore activities. By 1976 British revenues had reached twice those of the 

French, who were in favour of maintaining the New Hebrides as a settler bailiwick. 

The OFC helped to transform Port Vila from a sleepy French colonial village into 

an active town with only a few French people in it. More importantly, it 

contributed to the independence movement by providing resources for the British 

administration and anglophone indigenous politicians.34 The transposition of law 

was not just a transfer from one government to another, as much of the 

conventional legal literature contends or implies.35 It was not a mere export of 

Cayman Islands law to the New Hebrides. Rather, the Anglophone expatriate 

lawyers, accountants and bankers who arrived in Port Vila brought their law and 

modes of interpretation with them, establishing a complex subculture. 

  

32  Ronen Palan, The Offshore World (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 2003), p. 29. 

33  Mark Hampton, Offshore Interface (Macmillan, London, 1996).  

34  Treadwell, above n. 19.  

35  William Twining "Social Science and the Diffusion of Law" (2005) 32(2) Journal of Law and 
Society 203-240.  
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In 1981, when Liberia was experiencing political problems and shipowners 

using its flag of convenience (FOC) required a more stable country to register their 

ships, Vanuatu quickly passed legislation modelled on Liberian laws, that had been 

drafted by US lawyers. In contrast to the conventional model of legal transplants -

postulating a bipolar diffusion from one country to another country,36 Vanuatu was 

importing from American as well as British legal sources. Over time, legal 

transplants for Vanuatu's FOC and other aspects of its OFC originated from a range 

of obscure and unacknowledged foreign sources -with the modifications of the 

transplants making the original sources even more difficult to identify. These 

'undercover' transplants avoided the criticism that foreign views were being 

imposed on the sovereign state of Vanuatu.37 

Lawyers have been integral to Vanuatu's FOC development. A wave of FOC 

lawyers has largely supplanted the old 'gentleman' lawyer who registered ships 

under his national flag, using good manners, social connections, and reciprocal 

favours to gain state protection and subsidies. Watson's38 conservative conception 

of legal transplants as arising from a backward-looking legal profession that resists 

change and protects its ideas of almost sacred legal excellence from external 

pressures has been increasingly challenged by empirical reality, as indicated, for 

example, by Vanuatu's FOC registry. Vanuatu's FOC activities illustrate how 

growing pressures from the transnational political economy drive diverse forms of 

accelerating legal change and transformations in lawyers' roles, organisational 

strategies and outlooks.39 FOC lawyers were among the first 'yuppies', creating new 

conventions regarding the international economy with the aim of eliminating the 

welfare state, at least in global maritime transportation. 

Vanuatu's FOC lawyers must have close ties with the international maritime and 

oil industries, which involve them in the margins of legal studies. FOC-oriented 

law practices defend corporations in tax, labour, occupational safety, and the 

environment. Vanuatu's FOC law requires new frameworks for contracts and new 

concepts to address new circumstances, in a sphere where many fundamental issues 

remain unresolved. FOC lawyers' dedication to changing rules to favour powerful 

transnational clients gives them power. They develop and take advantage of the 

latest trends in ship financing and respond to shipowners' specialised needs (in 

  

36  Ibid. 

37  Treadwell, above n. 19. cf. Jorg Fedtke "Legal Transplants", in Jan M. Smits (ed.) Elgar 
Encyclopedia of Comparative Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2006), 434-7-436. 

38  Alan Watson, Legal Transplants (University of Georgia Press, Athens, 1993). 

39  Roger Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society (Ashgate, Aldershot, 2006), p. 115.  
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terms of their markets, liner or bulk operations, crew problems, union problems, 

political problems, tax problems, or port state control problems). This demands 

constant legal innovation. 

Legal advice figured prominently in Vanuatu registry's organization -with 

amendments to Vanuatu's FOC laws plus frequent supplementation of maritime 

regulations and adoption of international conventions. In contrast to the 

conventional literature on legal transplants that views them as defined by formal 

enactment at a specific time40, Vanuatu's FOC involves many formal, semi-formal 

and informal legal and regulatory transplants that are continuous, long-term and 

negotiated. Other providers of financial services cannot replace FOC lawyers 

because highly legalistic conflicts arise -particularly between FOC laws and the 

complex and often contradictory laws of port states and the owners' and operators' 

states. Conflicts of extraterritoriality demand specialised legal knowledge and 

contribute to the development of FOC law itself. The ambiguities and 

complications of international maritime law and ownership of operational 

structures of FOC vessels mean that accidents involving them could become the 

substance of lengthy litigation. The market for legal services has expanded as 

institutions such as FOCs have removed economic activities from effective state 

regulation, allowing lawyers to find loopholes, exceptions and opportunities in the 

conflicts within the old state system, so that their clients can increasingly choose 

their own laws.41 

Yet tax offices and government regulators have counter-attacked. In recent 

years, legal transplants to Vanuatu have been increasingly externally dictated by 

the multilateral programs of the Financial Action Task Force on Money 

Laundering (FATF), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) on harmful tax competition, and the Financial Stability Board42 (FSB) and 

the unilateral actions of specific countries, particularly the US, insisting on the 

international exchange of financial information. 

These legal transplants to Vanuatu have been externally dictated, accompanied 

by explicit or implicit threats to weaken or disable the country's financial system if 

foreign legal models are not adopted. External pressures and threats of sanctions 

  

40  Twining, above n. 35. 

41  Rodney Carlisle, Sovereignty for Sale: The Origins and Evolution of the Panamanian and 
Liberian Flags of Convenience (United States Naval Academy Press, Annapolis, Maryland, 
1981); Yves Dezalay and Bryant Garth "Confrontation between the Big Five and Big Law" 
(2004) 29(3) Law and Social Inquiry 615-638; van Fossen, above n. 5. 

42  In April 2009 the G20 established the Financial Stability Board, replacing the Financial Stability 
Forum, which had a similar mission. 
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force such legal transplants, regardless of how costly or inefficient Vanuatu's 

government and financial sector may regard them.43 

The OECD, FATF, FSB, International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank 

attempt to force countries such as Vanuatu into joining these global networks 

through legal transplants. This is part of the pervasive and dramatic expansion of 

issue-driven, functionalist regulatory regimes and legal standardization around the 

world.44 In the era of globalization, the state is fragmented into a multiplicity of 

offices and agencies, which maintain their orientation toward transnational 

networks based on broadly conceived goals facilitating legal transplants.45 

The FATF, OECD and FSB and other organisations have pressured Vanuatu 

and other OFC countries into establishing roughly the same formal laws and 

organizations, particularly Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs), to protect the 

economic environment against money laundering, blatant tax evasion, and financial 

instability. The FATF created regional bodies such as the Asia/Pacific Group on 

Money Laundering to monitor the implementation of its standards in the 

Developing world. In 1995 it formed the Egmont Group, a global centre 

coordinating and mentoring national Financial Intelligence Units, which it has 

insisted that all countries create. In 2000 Vanuatu joined Egmont by meeting its 

definition of a FIU.46 Egmont is part of what Slaughter47 calls 'the real new world 

order', in which state agencies create dense transgovernmental networks with their 

counterparts abroad, with legal transplants mutual performance monitoring and 

evaluation. 

II RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS 

Secondly, revenues from offshore services contribute substantially to Vanuatu's 

national and governmental incomes and provide substantial per capita benefits, 

particularly to local elites. The structural similarities of small tax haven nations 

stem mostly from diffusion and legal transplants. OFCs tend to imitate eachother 

  

43  Jonathan M. Miller "A Typology of Legal Transplants: Using Sociology, Legal History and 
Argentine Examples to Explain the Transplant Process" (2003) 51 American Journal of 
Comparative Law 839-901.  

44  John W. Meyer, World Society (Oxford University Press, Oxford 2010).  

45  Slaughter, above n. 18.  

46  Egmont's definition of a FIU is 'a central, national agency responsible for receiving, (and as 
permitted, requesting), analysing and disseminating to the competent authorities, disclosures of 
financial information: (i) concerning suspected proceeds of crime and potential financing of 
terrorism, or (ii) required by national legislation or regulation, in order to combat money 
laundering and terrorism financing.' (Egmont Group, www.egmontgroup.org, accessed 14/10/14). 

47  Anne-Marie Slaughter, The New World Order (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2004). 

http://www.egmontgroup.org/
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and there may be a feeling among Vanuatu's leaders that it should have an OFC 

because it has limited economic alternatives. Prominent politicians in Vanuatu see 

the OFC as creating opportunities and having synergies with telecommunications, 

up-market tourism, and other favoured industries. Its OFC produces jobs, foreign 

exchange receipts and government revenues. 

In each year between 1984 and 2013 Vanuatu's Finance Centre contributed 

significantly to central government revenues -from a high of 7 % in 1991, when 

offshore bank registrations were high and FOC registrations were growing rapidly, 

to a low 2.5% in 2010, after a great decline in the number of offshore banks and 

companies. In 2013 the number of registered international companies had more 

than doubled since 2010 (to 4,210), but global pricing pressures restrained the 

Finance Centre's contribution, which only rose to 2.8% of government receipts. In 

June 2014 the number of international companies reached an all-time high of 

5,026. 48  In June 2014 the Finance Centre employed 780 ni-Vanuatu and 76 

expatriates.49 The OFC provides relatively high paying (mostly clerical) jobs for 

indigenous people in a poor country, but it conferred great benefits on the political 

leaders who facilitated it and on the rich expatriates who managed it. Offshore 

centre revenues have been extremely concentrated in the capital of Port Vila, where 

local elites live. 

Vanuatu, like other microstates, tends to rely on a small number of foreign-

owned industries which are granted special privileges and operate in enclaves 

largely exempt from local control50. Its OFC appears to bring a boost to the small 

nation's economy, but it also represents a form of dependency and a threat of 

adversity if, for any reason, the OFC declines or falls. Vanuatu's offshore 

promoters have been committed and organized to influence the country's 

government to support its OFC51. 

III SUBCULTURAL ORGANISATION AND DOMESTIC POLITICS 

Thirdly, in Vanuatu lawyers, bankers, accountants and other financial service 

providers are organised into a subculture52, a strong interest group promoting and 

defending the offshore sector influencing the government, particularly the 

  

48  Reserve Bank of Vanuatu Quarterly Economic Review 1984-2014.  

49  Reserve Bank of Vanuatu Quarterly Economic Review June 2014.  

50  Godfrey Baldacchino, Island Enclaves (McGill-Queen's University Press, Montréal, 2010).  

51  Van Fossen, above n. 5. 

52  Ibid, on the OFC subcultures of Vanuatu, the Cook Islands, and Samoa, as well as other types of 
OFC organisation—the isolate (such as in Nauru, Tonga and the Northern Marianas) and the 
foreign professional monopoly agency (such as in the Marshall Islands). 
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legislature. The New Hebrides quickly attracted support from major international 

banks53 and developed an OFC subculture. 

The offshore centre contributed to the independence movement by providing 

resources for the British administration and anglophone indigenous politicians.54 

After the indigenous anglophone politicians, led by the country's first Prime 

Minister Father Walter Lini, had won the independence battles in 1979 and 1980, 

they jettisoned their 'socialist' reservations about the offshore centre. All prominent 

Vanuatu politicians express support for the OFC and even francophone politicians 

now seek to gain benefits for their constituents from offshore development. 

Vanuatu is an alternative society in which professionals may escape 

metropolitan taxation and regulation and build their own tax haven -with its own 

laws and practices supported by the local political elite. Although the promoters 

often 'oversell' OFC development, once it is established they gain considerable 

influence over political power-brokers and state bureaucracies in relation its 

ordering and development. In a sense, the subculture constitutes the real offshore 

financial centre-active, committed, sometimes insistent, and disproportionately 

powerful in the small state. 

The subculture of Vanuatu's OFC is directly involved in the global network of 

offshore financial centres -connected to it by major international banks, accounting 

firms, lawyers, and other financial service providers with a presence in Vanuatu, by 

significant close relationships with global offshore associations and by extensive 

direct contacts with global regulators. Vanuatu's subculture is eager for acceptance 

by other subcultures in relatively respected OFCs. 

Vanuatu's subculture does not focus on quick and easy money so much as it 

emphasises the time and effort required to build a sustainable OFC. Its members try 

to learn the styles, strengths and weaknesses of other players in a complex and 

challenging offshore field- which requires constant study and investments of time 

and energy for sustained success. They often involve legal transplants. In Vanuatu, 

the government sells offshore financial services principally through authorised 

service providers. These are usually a mixture of domestic trustee companies, legal 

and accounting firms, fund managers, and company registration agents, with some 

involvement of banks and insurance companies. They operate in Vanuatu but serve 

offshore clients, although these domestic companies may sub-contract to foreign 

  

53  Gregory Rawlings "Laws, Liquidity and Eurobonds" (2004) 39(3) Journal of Pacific History 325-
341. 

54  Treadwell, above n. 19.  
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retail dealers who may distribute offshore companies, trusts, etc., registered after 

certification by the domestic companies and governments. 

Vanuatu's subculture has one monopoly agency -owned and managed by the 

leading interest of the domestic subculture. Vanuatu Maritime Services manages 

the country's flag of convenience provider and is owned by the Tom Bayer group 

of companies. Vanuatu's subculture provides considerable socialisation into the 

norms, laws, methods, languages, principles, performance standards and beliefs of 

the OFC. The subculture often mobilises to try to solve similar common problems. 

Within the subculture there are often extended discussions of OFCs, generating a 

great deal of insight into them. Justifying ideologies in Vanuatu's subculture can be 

fairly elaborate, often involving a more explicit and developed commitment to 

general principles of laissez-faire capitalism. 

Vanuatu's subculture insinuates these libertarian offshore ideologies into other 

groups in the country and even into the national self-conception. Offshore lawyers 

in subculture cliques have considerable political influence. 

Vanuatu's subculture participates in politics, public service and community 

affairs. The long-established Finance Centre Association in Vanuatu forms a 

powerful peer network and lobbying organisation, a relatively unified face to the 

outside world and an internal marketplace for offshore services, transactions, 

referrals, and deals to satisfy the needs of members within the country. A feature of 

this style of institutional organisation is the provision of a large and integrated 

range of offshore sovereignty services, coordinated by the subculture. Although 

there may be competition and enmity within the subculture,55 relatively few of their 

leaders leave it and Vanuatu has a relatively large proportion of leading offshore 

personnel who have been in the OFC for many years. Vanuatu's subcultural form 

for the provision of offshore services is relatively stable. 

It is relatively easy for financial capital to capture and use Vanuatu's small 

legislature. Lawmakers do not comprehend offshore finance and defer to offshore 

promoters, who are often allowed to serve as regulators of the OFC operations 

from which they are profiting, as when Tom Bayer, the leader of the offshore 

subculture, was made a member of the Reserve Bank of Vanuatu in 2012.56 Bayer 

interests were allowed to acquire Vanuatu's lucrative flag of convenience 

  

55  Collegial relations in the subculture may be tempestuous, as when there was disquiet among 
members over KPMG's alleged attempts to gain competitive advantage by using offshore 
structures to avoid Vanuatu's turnover taxes.  

56  In June 2012 Bayer was appointed to the Board of Vanuatu's Reserve Bank, removed in March 
2013, and reinstated in August 2013-amidst political controversy about his role there (Vanuatu 
Daily Post 12,18/6/12; 22,25/3/13; 21,28/10/13). 
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monopoly on Christmas 1992, when Willy Jimmy, a close friend and former 

employee, was Minister of Finance.57 

Willy Jimmy was still Minister of Finance when Vanuatu's Betting (Control) 

Act No 1, was enacted on 19 February 1993, commencing on 8 March 1993. It 

shrouded Vanuatu's offshore bookmakers' activities in secrecy and gave the 

Minister considerable power over the industry and its regulation including 

approving and revoking licences. Breaching the secrecy of offshore bookmaking 

operations drew a fine not exceeding VT 500,000 ($4,150 in 1993) or a two-year 

prison sentence or both.58 Offshore bookmaking firms helped shape the legislation 

that defined their powers -for example, giving them 10.8% of the turnover and the 

Vanuatu government only 1.08%.59 In Vanuatu the civil service is unlikely to be 

independent and senior government bureaucrats tend to be tightly linked with 

politicians. 

This highlights the issue of substantive compliance in the Vanuatu OFC with 

the externally driven legal transplants from organisations such as the FATF. 

Vanuatu's FIU emphasises its constantly improving effectiveness through training 

and strong international linkages.60 Vanuatu's FIU has been carefully developing its 

public image, but its reputations among peers may not be quite so impressive. In 

2006 the regional anti-money laundering agency found Vanuatu, which the FATF 

had never blacklisted, substantively complied with only 2 of the FATF's 49 

Recommendations largely complied with 9, partly complied with 25, and did not 

comply with 13. Although Vanuatu established one of the first Pacific FIUs (in 

2000), the agency found it poorly implemented, resourced and planned -and it 

questioned whether this was why Vanuatu authorities reported no money 

laundering or terrorist financing. 61  Shortly after this review, Vanuatu's Finance 

Minister Willy Jimmy said that Vanuatu's existing laws severely compromised the 

confidentiality which underpinned its OFC and recommended their amendment to 

  

57  Clayton (Cy) B. Wentworth, a former California insurance executive who founded Investors' 
Trust, a general OFC services company in the New Hebrides-Vanuatu, was the country's flag of 
convenience's central promoter from its origins in 1981 to 24 December 1992, when Bayer 
displaced him as the monopoly operator of the flag of convenience ship register. 

58  Vanuatu "Maritime" in Laws of Vanuatu, volume 2, chapter 131, (Republic of Vanuatu, Port Vila, 
1988), 1-77-16.  

59  Vanuatu "Betting Control Act. No. 1 of 1993" (1993) Republic of Vanuatu Official Gazette 8 
March, p. 8.  

60  Financial Intelligence Unit, Annual Report (Republic of Vanuatu FIU, Port Vila, 2010-2012). 

61  Anonymous "Vanuatu" (2006) Mutual Evalution Report by the Asia/Pacific Group on 
MoneyLaundering and Offshore Group of Banking Supervisors. March.  
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guarantee more financial secrecy.62 The most recent mutual evaluation report of 

Vanuatu on money laundering issues occurred in 2006. In 2011 the Asia Pacific 

regional FATF organisation increased its surveillance of Vanuatu for money 

laundering and in 2013 the IMF criticised the country for severely under staffing 

and under- funding its FIU.63 

In April 2008 Willy Jimmy defended Vanuatu's OFC after it emerged suddenly 

in media as home of 'the alleged mastermind of Australia's largest money-

laundering scheme'.64 Robert Francis Agius, an accountant, lawyer and leader in 

Port Vila's offshore subculture for almost thirty years and former head of its 

Finance Centre Association (FCA), was arrested on a visit to Perth, Australia on 28 

April and initially charged with facilitating $75m of fraudulent tax evasion since 

1997 for over 400 clients, including some of Australia's most prominent 

businesspeople. The scheme involved Australian businesspeople paying tax-

deductible expenses such as insurance premiums or consultancy and management 

fees into New Zealand bank accounts controlled by Vanuatu companies65. In Port 

Vila these funds were transferred to a lender in the Irish OFC, which disguised 

them as (tax-free, non-assessable) loans back (within days, weeks, or months) to 

the same Australian businesses, which sent tax-deductible interest payments back 

to Ireland and then Vanuatu, providing more tax-free funds for more tax-deductible 

loans. Agius posted $3.3m bail, nearly an Australian record, while his alleged co-

conspirators in a Sydney accounting firm were arraigned and another partner in his 

PKF Accountancy firm remained in Port Vila to avoid arrest in Australia. 

Convicted Western Australian methamphetamine dealer Tony Ness also claimed 

Agius designed Vanuatu structures which laundered hundreds of thousands of 

dollars of his drug money. 

Joint Australian and Vanuatu police raids on Port Vila offices and homes of 

offshore bankers, accountants, and lawyers gathered confidential documents on 

Australian clients. Legitimated as combating money laundering and fraud, the raids 

were blasted by Jimmy and Opposition Leader Moana Carcasses, President of the 

Green Party (principally funded by Robert Bohn), as Australian violations of 

Vanuatu's sovereignty, reputation, and integrity, with dubious authorisation by 

  

62  Vanuatu Daily Post 27/3/06.  

63  International Monetary Fund, Vanuatu. Country Report 13/169. (IMF, Washington, DC, 2013). 

64  Herald-Sun, 30/4/08, p. 1.  

65  The nominal owners were New Zealand companies, whose sole shareholder was Anthony 
Walpole Bowden, who would face criminal securities charges in relation to being a director of 
Five Star Finance, which collapsed in 2007, a year after issuing its prospectus, leaving with 
investors with losses of $62m (Independent Business Weekly, Auckland, 10/12/09). 
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Vanuatu's Attorney General and courts. The Nagriamel Movement and Vanuatu's 

Community Chiefs' Committee deplored the raids and expressed displeasure when 

the government denied it a permit to protest against the presence of Australian 

police and to demand the Australian embassy's closure -in a march which, Chiefs 

claimed, would have drawn up to 6,000 demonstrators. Jimmy supported offshore 

promoters in Vanuatu's Appeal Court to challenge the raids' legality and prevent 

information from them being forwarded to Australia. This appeal failed in July and 

Agius was found guilty in the New South Wales Supreme Court of conspiring to 

evade about $4m (A$5m) of Australian taxes. On 22 August 2012 he was 

sentenced to 8 years and 11 months, an Australian record prison term for 

promoting a tax minimisation scheme. In sentencing Agius, Justice Carolyn 

Simpson emphasised that he presented a false image of himself in Vanuatu -as a 

community-minded philanthropist.66 

IV ISOLATION FROM OPPOSITION 

Fourthly, in Vanuatu, foreign oppositional forces claiming negative effects from 

offshore financial arrangements (such as tax offices, organised labour, 

environmentalists, developing countries, public interest groups, foreign gambling 

addicts, or court plaintiffs) usually have little political traction. Vanuatu's OFC 

subculture has had few, if any, organised domestic groups to oppose it. Individuals 

who are suspected of opposing tax haven activities may be subjected to reprisals, 

threats and even expulsion. In May 2011 Vanuatu swiftly expelled Ari Jenshel, an 

Australian government lawyer seconded to its Attorney-General's office, after Port 

Vila's police began investigating whether he had leaked sensitive haven 

information to Australian tax authorities.67 

Since sovereignty (emphasised by the OFC subculture) tends to be an important 

value in Vanuatu, perceived opposition to offshore financial activities may be seen 

as insiders' disloyalty or outsiders' unjustified meddling. In contrast, large states 

contain powerful interests opposing tax haven and related offshore development. 

  

66  Agius v R (2011) 80 NSWLR 486; Agius v R (2013) 298 ALR 165; Age, Melbourne 30/4/08, 
1/5/08, 14/11/09; Associated Press 29/4/08, 4/5/08; Australian 30/4/08, 1,6,8,22,29/5/08, 13/8/08, 
24/2/11, 25/5/11; Australian Financial Review 1,8/5/08, 5,8/6/08, 11/2/09, 26/5/09, 1/3/10, 
23/10/10, 9/12/10, 18/6/11; Australian Taxation Office, Media Release 12/12/12; Canberra Times 
25/7/10; PACNEWS 1,2,7,8,20/5/08, 9/6/08; Sydney Morning Herald  29,30/4/08, 7/5/08, 
23/8/12; Sunday Times, Perth 4/5/08; Vanuatu Daily Post 18/10/07, 6,12,16/5/08, 15, 27/7/08. 

67  Agence France Presse 25/5/11; Australian 25, 26/5/11; Sydney Morning Herald 10/5/12; Vanuatu 
Daily Post 16/1/12, 16/5/12; Xinhua News Agency 25/5/11). Jenshel denied the widely reported 
allegations that were made in relation to his departure from Vanuatu at this time (Personal 
Communication, 2013). 
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In Vanuatu legislation has been oriented toward protecting domestic insurance 

policy-holders and domestic depositors in banks. There has been little concern 

about the interests of non-resident insurance policy-holders or foreign depositors in 

the country's offshore banks, whose assets have, at times, been many times the size 

of domestic banks' assets.68 

From 1989 to 1994 Vanuatu attracted US Congressional attention for cases of 

extreme labour exploitation and dangerous operations aboard its FOC vessels as 

well as illegal fishing and killing dolphins.69 An example was the exploitation 

reported on the Geminy, which changed registration from Cyprus to Vanuatu two 

days after it hired fifteen Ecuadorian seafarers in Panama on 13 February 1990 for 

a round-trip to Galena, Park, Texas. Food consisted of mildewed bread. There was 

no fruit or juice. The contaminated water made the crew ill. There was no medicine 

on board nor any provisions for medical benefits. The crew was expected to work 

fourteen hour days, with an able-bodied seaman receiving only $60 a month -with 

most deducted for fabricated charges, including a spurious 'tax'. After arriving in 

the US, they were ordered to proceed to Cameroon in West Africa, although they 

had insufficient money even to notify their families. Only their strike prevented 

this modern reversal of the African slave trade.70 

Vanuatu maritime law71 then allowed for contracts of employment to prohibit 

strikes or other industrial action and those permitted under contract were allowed 

only in the port where the crew agreement terminated subject to thirty days' written 

notice to the master or employer.72 While Vanuatu's FOC registry claimed to have 

monitored its ships so closely that none of its seafarers has been abandoned, it 

opposed making the flag state administration responsible for repatriation costs, 

despite the fact that at least 65% of all abandoned vessels fly FOCs. 73 

  

68  International Monetary Fund, Vanuatu: Assessment of the Supervision and Regulation of the 
Financial Sector (IMF, Washington, DC, 2003). 

69  US House of Representatives, (USGPO, Washington, DC, 1990); US House of Representatives, 
Hearing on HR 1126 (USGPO, Washington, DC, 1991); US House of Representatives, Hearing 
on HR 1517, Foreign Flag Ships (USGPO, Washington, DC, 1993);  US Senate, Convention on 
Regulating Fishing Vessels on the High Seas (Treaty Doc. 103-24) (USGPO, Washington, DC, 
1994). David Colson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Oceans of the State Department, sprang to 
the defence of Vanuatu in US Senate (Ibid, p. 14) hearings -'…there is at least one flag-of-
convenience country that I am aware of which does a very good job of managing a fishing fleet, 
and that is Vanuatu. They do an excellent job of managing a flag-of-convenience fleet. And it is 
quite an unusual situation.' 

70  Ibid, US House of Representatives, Hearing on HR 3238 (1990): above n. 69, pp. 76-7, 88-9. 

71  Vanuatu, above n. 58, p. 45. 

72  These provisions were subsequently repealed. 

73  Fairplay 8/7/99.  
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Congressional attention also focused on the July 1990 decision of a federal judge in 

Tacoma, Washington to award twenty-two Filipino crew on the Vanuatu-flagged, 

Japanese-owned timber carrier Pine Forest damages of $43m for underpayment of 

wages by over 80%.74 The reversal of this decision on appeal led to criticism in 

Congressional hearings about the improper protection of an 'unscrupulous 

shipowner [who] freely admitted to the fraudulent practice of double book-

keeping'.75 Vanuatu remained resistant to fully adopting international agreements 

affecting its flag of convenience by 2005 it had adopted none of those relating to 

labour, only 52.63% concerning safety, and 83.33% relating to the environment.76 

Of course, adopting agreements is different from enforcing them, and difficulties of 

enforcement may be especially acute for a microstate dealing with distant ships that 

fly its flag. 

In December 2002 Tom Bayer and Robert Murray Bohn were indicted for their 

alleged involvement in laundering at least $22.4m through the European Bank, 

where Bohn was President and CEO. This was part of over $100m lost during the 

1990s by victims (mostly elderly Americans) in the IDM international lottery 

fraud, based in the Barbados OFC. Bayer successfully resisted extradition and 

remained on the FBI fugitive list, but Bohn, also a US-born Vanuatu citizen, was in 

America on business and was promptly arrested. Port Vila's offshore subculture 

generally defended Bayer and Bohn (both of whom have chaired Vanuatu's 

Finance Centre Association), but others who could not gain entry into this 

subcultural club publicly attacked them and asked why Vanuatu's political leaders 

were vying with each other to help them. Bohn was convicted in America of 

money laundering, racketeering, mail fraud and conspiracy in October 2005, but 

was allowed to return to Vanuatu in March 2007 amid reports that Bayer had spent 

at least $1m defending him. In December 2007 Bohn resumed his position as 

President and CEO of Bayer's Vanuatu Maritime Services, which operates the 

country's FOC registry. 77  In 2006 Bayer and Bohn were harshly criticised in 

American congressional hearings and questions were raised about US aid going to 

Vanuatu, whose 'government repeatedly thumbs its nose at American courts and 

  

74  US House of Representatives 1990, 1991, above n. 69. 

75  US House of Representatives, 1993, above n. 69, p. 20; Raby et al. v. M/V Pine Forest et al. US 
9th Circuit, 29/10/90; Su et al. v. M/V Fir Grove et al., US 9th Circuit, 14/10/92. 

76  Elizabeth DeSombres, Flagging Standards (MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2006), pp. 
40-41.   

77  United States v. Bohn, US 6th Circuit 6/6/08; United States Attorney's Office, Memphis, Press 
Release 27/10/05; Vanuatu Daily Post 17/11/05, 12,15,24/6/06, 7/10/06, 1/11/06, 13,17/12/07; 
Vanuatu Independent 9/4/06, 18/2/07, 18/3/07, 13/12/07.  
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regulators'.78 In November 2012 Bohn, who had changed his name to Robert Bohn 

Sikol, was elected to Vanuatu's parliament as the Member from Epi. He was the 

first naturalised citizen to be elected to Vanuatu's legislature.79 

On 27 April 2012 Clarence Laury Marae, a lawyer who served as the Private 

Secretary of Prime Minister Sato Kilman, was arrested by Australian police when 

transiting through Sydney International Airport with Kilman and charged with tax 

fraud. Marae's arrest heightened tensions between Australia and Vanuatu. Prime 

Minister Kilman was quoted as saying that Marae's arrest constituted 'kidnap and 

breach of diplomatic protocol.'80 Twelve Australian Federal Police officers were 

expelled from Vanuatu in May 2012, two weeks after his arrest. 

In September 2013 Marae was convicted of involvement in tax fraud -by 

operating companies and bank accounts in Vanuatu. He was sentenced to five and a 

half years imprisonment. Three Australians (Ian Sidney Henke, Robin David 

Huston, and Brian Francis Fox) had been convicted in March 2011 and imprisoned 

for their roles in the fraud, which occurred between 1999 and 2001 and involved 

sham loans, offshore bank accounts and stripping companies of their assets so that 

the companies were unable to pay taxes. A total of $4.59m (about $4m) in tax was 

at stake, but the Australian Taxation Office recovered most of that. Marae, a lawyer 

living in Port Vila, administered the scheme in Vanuatu. Australian authorities had 

tried to extradite him in 2008, but officials in Vanuatu were uncooperative. Marae 

had previously been convicted in Vanuatu of bribery (in 1989) and 

misappropriation of funds (in 1996) when working in the country's public service, 

but he remained part of Port Vila's power elite. 

Marae was paroled and left Australia in February 2014. On his return to Port 

Vila, he was immediately employed as the first political adviser to the Minister of 

Internal Affairs Paul Telukluk.81 

  

78  The statement was by Robb Evans, whose firm was receiver for $8m of stolen funds which were 
transferred to European Bank in Port Vila. US House of Representatives, Offshore Banking, 
Corruption and the War on Terrorism (USGPO, Washington, DC, 2006), pp. 71,[68,70].  

79  Republic of Vanuatu Official Gazette 6/11/12; Vanuatu Daily Post 29/12/12. 

80  Australian 11/5/12, p.1. 
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In Vanuatu the media, universities and organized anti-corruption bodies are 

often weak. Where they are more developed, media frequently avoid or sanitize 

local offshore activities, especially if the media are owned by leading OFC 

promoters, as occurs with Vanuatu, with the prominent local agenda-setting 

newspaper, the Vanuatu Independent, being owned by Bayer interests. 

Small states such as Vanuatu enjoy considerable immunity from outside 

pressures as a result of the inertia82 of the global system. Once autonomy and 

powers of independent action have been obtained by a small state, it is 

diplomatically very difficult for them to be taken away. 

V CONCLUSION 

Vanuatu provides a venue for the world's (often sensational) secret business and 

secret politics. Its offshore financial centre allows wealthy and powerful clients to 

escape from metropolitan taxation and regulation. It is part of a process in which 

competitive advantage has been moving from the bounded, regulated economies of 

scale within the borders of large metropolitan states to smaller political units 

oriented toward liberalised global markets.83 Vanuatu has played a role in this 

contemporary world-historical transformation by providing a territorially defined, 

sovereign jurisdiction for forum-shopping by transnational capitalists. 

  

82  Baldacchino, above n. 50. 
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